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THE NAG HAMMADI LIBRARY
In English
By James M. Robinson, General Editor. The first appearance—in English
—in one volume of one of the century's most dramatic religious/
archaeological finds: the entire complement of documents from the Nag
Hammadi. $15.00 until March 31, 1978; $16.95 thereafter.

EARLY CHRISTIAN DOCTRINES
Revised Edition
By J. N. D. Kelly. A full history of the first great period of Christian
thought. Includes extensively revised chapters, updated bibliographies,
and a new chapter, "Mary and the Saints." RD 233 $6.95 paper

EARLY CHRISTIANITY AND SOCIETY
By Robert M. Grant. A valuable reevaluation of the early church's social
status vis-a-vis other organizations in the Roman Empire. $10.00

GENESIS
By John Joseph Owens. The complete Hebrew text of Genesis with
word-by-word grammatical and lexical information and literal English
translation. RD 221 $4.95 paper
Also Available: EXODUS RD 227 $4.95 paper

HARPER'S DICTIONARY OF HINDUISM
Its Mythology, Folklore, Religion, Philosophy, Literature,
and History
By Margaret and James Stutley. The first major reference—exhaustive
and concise—on classical Hinduism done in this century. 2500 subject
headings, cross-references. $30.00

HORIZONS OF SCIENCE
Christian Scholars Speak Out
Edited by Carl F. H. Henry. A panel of distinguished scientists and
thinkers evaluates the impact of science's "knowledge explosion" on
the Christian faith and ethics. RD 240 $5.95 paper

JESUS THE MAGICIAN
By Morton Smith. Using all available ancient evidence, Smith argues
that Jesus had all the characteristics of the ancient magician and that he
and his followers understood his ministry in that light. $12.95

PATTERNS OF GRACE
Human Experience as Word of God
By Tom F. Driver. Blends the experiential with the intellectual in a new
theology of encounter with God—a God known through deeds and
decisions. $10.00

THIS MORTAL COIL
A New Understanding of Health and Disease
By Kenneth L. Vaux. Discerns theological dimensions in the experience
of both health and disease and the human interpretation of them.
Foreword by Rene Dubos. $7.95
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New from ORBIS

THE COMING OF
THE THIRD CHURCH

by Walbert Buhlmann

"The best Catholic book
of the year." KARL RAHNER

"Challenging," "daring/' "provocative," "shattering" are some
of the adjectives applied to the German and Italian editions of this
book. Buhlmann sees the Church's mission to humanity entering
a new phase, one in which new questions are being asked be-
cause the situations in which people find themselves today can-
not be handled along time-honored lines. Not a book "for
specialists only" but for anyone willing to face the future and
think. Cloth $12.95, Paper $6.95

THE MEANING OF MISSION
by Jose Comblin

The author of Jesus of Nazareth (Orbis 1976) combines an easily
readable style with fresh insights into the now controverted
question of mission. Cloth $6.95

THE CHURCH AND THIRD WORLD REVOLUTION
by Pierre Bigo

Bigo argues that the Church must not fail now to identify with the
poor and oppressed rather than their oppressors.

Cloth $8.95, Paper 4.95

At your bookstore, or write:

Write for complete catalog:
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Mary knoll, NY 10545
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NOTKC tDAME FALL 1977

First time in English

THE FORBIDDEN FOREST

Mircea Eliade. A major novel by one of the great thinkers of our
time. The story is set in Romania between 1935 and 1945. "The
Forbidden Forest" is the collective myth of the Romanian people,
the symbol of their salvation. In the novel the forest represents in
overt form the psychic ideal of characters who seek to escape
the world of historical time for an eternal plane. The Forbidden
Forest is an accomplished narrative synthesis of the fantastic and
the real in history and myth through the tortured drama of the
human existence of its characters. $18.95

EVERYBODY STEALS FROM GOD: Communication as Worship

Edward Fischer. This book pinpoints what is effective in design
and writing. It describes what good technique is common to
various forms of written and visual communication and shows
how they can be used in the life and education of the spirit. $7.95

CATHOLIC REVIVALISM IN THE UNITED STATES, 1830-1900

Jay P. Dolan. Documents the origin, prevalence, and success of
Catholic revivalism in nineteenth-century America and shows
how the parish mission became a central feature of Catholic life
and activity. $10.00

Now available in paperback

CHRISTIANS AT PRAYER

John Gallen, S.J., editor. Fosters the contemporary revival of
interest in prayer among Christians by presenting different ap-
proaches to prayer from the Eastern and Western Christian tradi-
tions. $9.95 cloth, $4.95 paper

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME PRESS

Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
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